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SUPERIOR SERVICE FROM FRAIKIN A CUT ABOVE FOR DELISERVE 

 

Fraikin has secured sole supplier status to meat wholesaler Deliserve, after 

impressing with the quality of service provided since delivering its first commercial 

vehicles into the fleet in 2017.  

 

This follows the signing of a new five-year, full-service contract hire agreement for 

three new Mercedes-Benz vehicles, comprising an 18-tonne Antos, 7.5-tonne Atego, 

and a 3.5-tonne Sprinter light commercial. They replace older assets previously on 

contract hire from a competitor, meaning Fraikin now manages Deliserve’s eight-

strong commercial vehicle fleet. 

  

Tom Coburn, Transport Manager at Deliserve, says: “The quality of service from 

Fraikin has been so good that when the time came to replace the remaining vehicles 

in our fleet, they were our number one choice. Their combination of expertise, 

together with investments in cutting-edge fleet management technologies, has made 

a real impact on our business. 

 

“From our first meeting it was obvious they really wanted to understand how we 

worked as a business; and the result is evident when you look at the vehicles they’ve 

helped us to specify. Fraikin was also prepared to be flexible, and they’ve tailored 

the contract hire agreement to deliver everything we required.” 

 

This new delivery includes a first for Deliserve – a low-height truck body that makes 

visiting customer sites on roads with restricted access much easier. 
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The bespoke-built ‘reverse Luton’ body, manufactured by Paneltex and mounted to 

the Antos chassis, features a step configuration that recesses the Carrier Transicold 

Supra refrigeration system into the front of the load area. This creates a lower overall 

running height, granting the truck greater access to roads, tunnels and loading bays 

with height restrictions. Plus, it enables the cab to fully tilt for quick and easy 

maintenance access to the engine.  

 

The three new vehicles have been equipped by Fraikin with on-board tracking to 

allow Deliserve to monitor delivery schedules and ensure that all products reach their 

destination on time.  

 

On the road five days a week, they are expected to clock up between 30,000 and 

50,000 miles a year. Fraikin will manage the servicing, maintenance and repairs, 

with all work carried out on a collection and delivery basis at a Fraikin authorised 

service location just five miles from Deliserve’s Newport headquarters.  

  

Staff at Deliserve can also view all scheduled or unscheduled maintenance work on 

any of the company’s vehicles via Fraikin’s powerful FraikinView web portal, which 

provides a wealth of data that can be used to achieve maximum fleet efficiency. 

 

Established in 1993, Deliserve was formed primarily as a supplier of bacon and 

cooked meats. It has now developed its range to include a wide choice of fresh 

meats, frozen products and dairy items.  
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Notes to editor:  
 
About Fraikin 
Fraikin Ltd is part of the Fraikin Group, the largest commercial vehicle fleet services 
company in Europe, providing expert fleet management, contract hire and rental solutions to 
both the private and public sectors. The Fraikin Group, established in France in 1944 by 
Gérard Fraikin, has operations in 16 countries, with more than 2,800 employees, 7,000 
clients, 180 branches and a fleet of 60,000 vehicles. Its operations span Belgium, Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Morocco, Netherlands, Russia, 
Saudi Arabia, Slovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Poland and the UK. 
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Gary Baker at Garnett Keeler PR on 020 8647 4467 or by email to 
gary.baker@garnettkeeler.com  
 
To access Fraikin’s online newsroom please visit http://www.gk.news/fraikin  
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